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Hi
Here are my final Notes for my submission,
I wrote the bulk of my submission submitted online previously but these are some things I
wanted to ad. I am the woman with disabilities who wrote about my experiences being
stalked by an organised crime gang and other pereptrators being homeless
Put Trackers in stalkers shouldn't wait til there's an IVO, police should do immediately
Alerts victims
Develop better technology to protect victims better
Many stalkers using apps to communicate underground .
Stalking communication apps underground
Sending more and more men after you needs to be assessed to prove these men are linked,
cos retribution from going police ...
AFP and FBI or someone in police in the past set up an underground phone
communication app that criminals were using, to then catch their crimes
Invest in more undercover police operations for stalking victims to catch the stalkers in
their tracks
there should be a way victims can look up any name on a public database anonymously
without the victims name being identified, just to see if their perrpatror is locked up and
for what crimes, some victims prefer to let sleeping dogs lie then fight things in a justice
system that inevitably fails them (whilst also making the violence worse cos of retribution
from going to the police in the first place), so for victims who choose to do that, it
important that they can see if their perrpetraots locked up for other crimes against other
victims, for how long they're locked up for / when they will get out, so that the victim can
be aware. and any other perpetrators names listed that were involved in their crimes (e.g.
if they were colluding on crime together like in a n organised crime gang).
The impacts of the stalking and abuse and their advanced psychological abuse and torture
strategies and techniques have been
Not feeling safe at any time anywhere
Not being able to be alone cos of the constant threat of murder and attempted abduction
cos I knew I would fight to the death in self defence than be sex trafficked by that gang
which was why I fled Melbourne and stayed with a friends friend in his sharehouse cos I
had no where safe to go but ended end up entering a relationship that soon became abusive
and I was being repeatedly raped as a sex slave but still to this day the housing services
haven't housed me so I havent been able to escape this abusive relationship fully yet . My
boyfriend is a member of the army oversea has fought in wars so he was and is still able to
protect me from the gang. I got tired of fighting the gang alone and was too scared to sleep
anywhere alone or be alone for a really long time after I went through the trauma with the
gang and them sending about 40 men after me
Not being able to digest my food, living with permanent digestive disability
Being tortured from my sleep deprivation

Being tortured from not being able to see my family nephew and cousins and friends for
many years cos I was terrified of the gang finding out where they live by them stalking me
there
Living everyday with feeling I'm going to get murdered
Having to flee with almost nothing I felt like a refugee in my own country
I still live with fear that the gang will find me eventually again, and that everything I have
fought so hard for to rebuild my life will be all lost again if the gang come into my life
again
I was in shock for many many years that these men invested so much time money energy
and resources into trying to successfully abduct me
I ended up becoming a sex slave and forced into sexual slavery and catching hep C then
believing I would die from cancer cos of the hep C and that i was already living with 3
auto immune conditions my immune system was too fucked pto heal the hep C
I had to flee my university and my work for many years
I lost friends and got hurt by other friends over my experiences and the gang violence
Victims of crime service worker didn't believe me and I had video recorded evidence of
their abuse and violence
Needing to live in hiding for rest of my life has a enormous impact on me socially and not
being able to access disability support in my home cos there's no workers trained in
violence safety who would be willing to tell no one including NDIS my location
The identity theft means my accounts and workers emails and my case files keep getting
hacked I received an email from my safe steps worker from her email from the stalker
trying to trick me into steal my email and password by using a Google form to enter my
email and password that looked legitimate and asking me to log-in to download some
private documents that were supposedly sent to me and me being too tired I almost did fall
for it but then my tiredness and exhiastion saved me cos I was like I'll deal with it in the
morning and then I got the response back saying the security of my workers account had
been compromised and not to not open any further emails from her .
The abuse is so ongoing that if I reported all the crimes against me it would take over my
entire life and my whole life would be dealing with the police and the stalkers bullshit
I see other women get murdered every week from stalking and it's really harrowingly gut
wrenching
Because I'm like that so easily could have been me who got murdered and it's even harder
cos I don't know how many other women have been victims of this organised crime gang
I live in chronic pain every day to the point where I cannot sleep properly and cannot
access the treatments I need cos I cannot afford private health care and during covid
lockdowns all student clinics for allied health are closed
I had barriers to successfully fully changing my identity including that they won't change
my registration numbers on my identity documents, only my addresses and or names but if
you're under the same ID numbers that's a disaster for being stalked
I cannot even have a bubble buddy or go anywhere at all I'm living like a prisoner in covid
lockdowns cos I don't want police harassing me about being homeless or trying to find out
locational information about my locations or temproary accomdodations cos I'm worried
the gang may have connections with the police
I would like to see more reforms that focus on identity and privacy protections
Including VHR Medicare TAC my aged care and more places to have a restricted access
system like Centrelink and NDIS have in place for extra security and privacy and
encryption Protection
I would like to get help fixing my devices to have more security protections on them
The help ID care give is so confusing and overwhelming and overload of information that I
cannot implement none of it cos I don't understand how cos of my diabikities and fatigue

